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their energies work together, instead of against one another.
It would be absurd if the farmer set up a purpose of fanning,
without any reference to these conditions of soil, climate, i
characteristic of plant growth, etc. His purpose is simply a
foresight of the consequences of his energies connected with
those of the things about him, a foresight used to direct his
movements from day to day. Foresight of possible conse-
quences leads to more careful and extensive observation of
the nature and performances of the things he had to do with,
and to laying out a plan — that is, of a certain order in the
*acts to be performed.
' It is the same with the educator, whether parent or teacher.
It is as absurd for the latter to set up their ' own' aims as
the proper objects of the growth of the children as it would
be for the farmer to set up an ideal of farming irrespective of
conditions. Aims mean acceptance of responsibility for the
observations, anticipations, and arrangements required in
carrying on a function—whether farming or educating. Any
aim is of value so far as it assists observation, choice, and
planning in carrying on activity from moment to moment
and hour to hour; if it gets in the way of the individual's
own common sense (as it will surely do if imposed from with-
out or accepted on authority) it does harm.
And jj^isjgejl to r^jd ourselves that education as such
has no r.i'ttir. Only persons, parents, and tep.r'hp.r^ p.tr., %-yp
alms, .not ah abstract idea like ^npAiign. And consequently
their purposes are indefinitely varied, differing with different
children, cjianginff as children grow and with the growth of
experience on the part of the one who teaches. Even the most
yajid aims waicn can be put in words will, as words, do more
harm than good unless one recognizestiba^thev are not aims.
but rather suggestionsBl^cators j^jojhow to observe, how
to look ahead, and how to choose in liberating and directing
the energies of tte concrete situations in which they find them-
selves. As a recent writer has said: " To lead this boy to

